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Separus, the mighty demon wants Aurora on his side. He wants her to come willingly, or he will

take her hostage until she succumbs to his leadership. In his plot to capture her, he

disappears, and Archangel Michael must find him. To do this, he must forsake his training

regime with his gifted fledglings, Aurora, Ben and Cindy.The continuation of their training is

vital and the only angel with the skills available is Zacharias. He has turned his back on the

Archangels yet offhandedly he continues to serve while based at Tatev Monastery. His training

is not for the light-hearted. The method he uses makes Archangel Michael’s strict methods

seem soft.During training, the word has reached them that Separus is after Aurora. To draw her

out of her training in the Tatev Monastery, he is going after the human Ethan, Aurora’s past

lives true love. Much to Ben’s discomfort, the battle is on to protect him.Will Aurora succeed in

protecting Ethan before it is too late or will she have to sever her angelic relationships and bow

to Separus’s leadership?This young adult, urban fantasy novel is filled with seat-gripping

adventures, white-knuckle suspense, and a kick-butt heroine with a heart that you make you

want to be this young lady’s best friend. Cheer her on when she’s fights demons. Protecting

friends and loved ones can be brutal.Grab a copy and start reading this five-volume plus

novelette urban fantasy paranormal series today!Afterlife – A supernatural and urban fantasy

suspense series.These young adult books should be read in this order:Fledgling #1The Taking

#2Angelic Retribution #3Divided Paths #4Truth Hunter #5Novelette:The Gatekeeper (Afterlife

#1.5)This novelette is the story behind the gatekeeper featured in the Afterlife Series.

About the AuthorChen Jiatong is one of China’s bestselling authors. He graduated from

Beihang University with a Masters in Engineering. He was still at university when he began

writing White Fox. The series now consists of six titles, and will be relaunched in China in 2019.

--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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AuthorAFTERLIFEBook TwoThe TakingPraise for Fledgling‘It has a quite literally colourful cast

of characters, and a plot that moves at a nice pace, while keeping you guessing about what will

happen next.’ - Toriz‘I never put it down unless I had to and when it was over I wanted to read

on. Those are the markings of a great read for me.’ - JEP‘The plot is tightly developed and the

characters are so well defined which made for a refreshing read. I look forward to reading the

sequels!.’ - Kaz‘The story is great and the twists and turns kept me very much entertained. I am

hoping this is part of a series and if so, I can not wait for the next chapter.’ - Julie‘I adored the

fight scenes that happened through out the book. It made me feel like I was there watching

them.’ - Shaun‘What I am asking is when will the next one come out because I really just want

it now. - OwenPraise for The Taking‘I always try not to get too hyped up about a book. However,

having read the first book in this series, I was eager to read this one, and had high hopes for it.

I was not disappointed! This book was a fantastic read!I enjoyed getting to know more about

the characters, and watching the relationships between them grow and evolve. Plus, the plot

was both interesting and exciting; it grabbed your attention quickly, and kept you guessing until

the end.’ - Toriz‘The Taking doesn’t disappoint; avoiding the sequel slump that can often stymie

a series. The story has a gradual build up in intensity ending in a great fight scene finish. The

ending was full of action packed surprises.’ - Will Wortner‘Must Read! I loved this book, and the

prior one. I want a third. The creativity was amazing and it was well written.’ - Erika‘Great Read!

Action, adventure, and to love stories. I can't wait to read book3. You will be on the edge of

your seat.’ - Helen‘These are not serene angels gently guiding their human charges through

life. These are kick-ass super heroes who are not afraid to put themselves in the way of

extreme danger for what they believe is right. Overall a second strong showing in this series

and very recommended.’ - PhilPraise for Angelic Retribution‘I thought the the first two

instalments of the Afterlife saga, following the exploits of human-turned-angel Aurora, were

absolutely terrific. With this third instalment I feel like I need to invent some new superlatives as

all the existing ones seem somehow inadequate.’ - Phil‘This book is an excellent addition to the

series, which makes for an enjoyable read. It is well-written, and has an interesting plot that

moves at a nice pace.’ - TorizBooks by Katrina Cope~~~~~Pre-Teen BooksThe Sanctum

Series~~~~~Young Adult Urban FantasyAfterlife SeriesCOMING SOON: DIVIDED

PATHSAfterlife Novelette~~~~~Young Adult Urban Paranormal FantasySupernatural

Evolvement Series(Associated with the Afterlife Series)(Prequel)CopyrightThe TakingEbook

first published in USA in October 2015 by Katrina CopeEbook first published in Great Britain in

October 2015 by Katrina Copewww.katrinacopebooks.comText Copyright © 2015 by Katrina

CopeCover Design Copyright © DamonZa.comThe moral right of Katrina Cope to be identified

as the author of this work has been assertedAll rights reservedNo part of this publication may

be reproduced or transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying or

otherwise, without the prior permission of the publisherThis book is a work of fiction. Any

references or suggestions herein to actual historical events, real people or actual locations are

fictitious. All names, characterisations, locations, incidents, and fabrications are solely the

product of the author’s imagination, and any, and all, resemblance to actual persons alive or



dead or locations or events is entirely coincidental.Published by Katrina Cope All rights

reservedDesi ~ A beautiful angel taken too soonGet updates & notifications of giveawaysClick

here to get started:Sign up for my newsletter and receive updates about my fantasy books and

notification of giveaways.- Prologue -Curse that blasted fledgling, that meddlesome new angel.

How has her power heightened so rapidly? With raspy lungs, I inhale, and pain screams

through my body. Confirming the cause, I gaze down at my dark, taut abdomen and observe

the large angelic burn that won’t heal. I shake my head. She wasn’t supposed to discover her

powers this soon. My eyes travel to my underarm, evaluating a similar burn in the shape of a

handprint. This wasn’t how it was meant to end.I remember the first brush of her power as she

inserted a conscience into the possessed space. It forced out one of my minion’s implants from

a flourishing human slave. The power. I rub my hands together as I dream of the potential it

holds if used on our side. Oh, yes, the power. I want that power. I need that power on my team.

I must turn this new angel to join our fight, even if it takes me years to change her while she’s

under my protection. She must be captured now, before she grasps the extent of her natural

gifts and learns how to master them.She thinks her heart is for the good side. I chuckle.

Anyone can be changed, especially one with the tendencies of a rebel. I curse that pesky

Archangel Michael. Trust him to arrive before I can capture my prize. With my injuries and the

arrival of the leader of the archangels, I had to leave. I’d seen that archangel in action, and he’s

not one to fight alone, especially when he has help.As I land deep in the depths of the

underworld, I pull my black-membraned wings close to my side. The darkness embraces me,

welcoming me home. Scanning the delicious horror before me, I search for my overlord with

success. His back is toward me, and dark shadows accentuate the protruding bones under his

dark skin. His batlike wings are tucked visibly behind his back as he peers into the depths of a

burning flame surrounded by the darkness of the dry rocks and infertile ground. I need his

healing powers for the injuries she gave me. He doesn’t heal everyone, only the worthy. Hoping

I am still in this category, I approach him.“My lord,” I say as I kneel on the ground before him.

The dry soil and stones immediately stick to my skin.He turns, and the evil gaze of his large

black eyes falls upon me. I revel in the maliciousness he casts my way. I can feel the strength it

sends me. His unsightly face is beautiful in my eyes and is accentuated by the large horns

curving from his tightly curled black hair. Each wrinkle and crease, each ugly mark is a

testament to his years of service as a demon leader of many. After I drink in his beauty, I

bow.“Rise,” he says. His voice is raspy and harsh, yet it falls on my ears as a beautiful song

would to a human.I stand and gaze into the darkness of evil, baring my stomach and arm. “If it

pleases my lord, I could use your healing evil.”He glances down his colossal nose and pulls on

his overgrown ear. “Who did this to you?” The blackness in his eyes deepens with each inch

that his vision evaluates.“It was the girl, the multicolored one with the golden-yellow wings. Her

powers are growing too quickly. I don’t think she’s even aware of what she is capable of and

what is happening with her gifts.”The black eyes travel back to my face. “And you didn’t capture

her?”“No, my lord. The leader of the archangels arrived to protect her. I could feel his presence

approaching. It was strong with the lack of demonic presence surrounding me.”My master

reaches out a gnarly hand, not unlike my own. The dark skin is pulled tight against the bone,

and each ghastly knuckle is swollen similar to that of an arthritic human hand. He places it over

the wound on my abdomen, not touching the diseased skin, and sends his powerful black

pulse through my flesh. My breath is taken away, shortly replaced with a soothing sensation as

the burn begins to heal. He then does the same to the wound on my arm.“Thank you, my lord,”

I say as I bow my head in respect.He reaches down and scratches a bowleg sticking out from

below material wrapped around his body like a sari and says, “We must draw her out from her



protection.”“An excellent idea, my lord. Do you know how?”He tugs his dangling earlobe and

squints. “After watching her journey, there is a bait I’m sure will lure her.”My eyebrows rise. “Do

tell.”“Her downfall in executing the angelic law is caused by her emotions. I’ve seen her grow

rather attached to the young male fledgling that is a training partner. If something were to

happen to him, I’m certain that would draw her out.”I know of the blue angel and the

relationship that’s forbidden, and I ponder the notion. “An excellent idea; however, he’s very

strong in his own right, and he and the yellow one have drawn special attention from the leader

of the archangels. Do you know of an easier target?”He stands tall and extends his wings. The

black jagged edges are picturesque in my eyes. While gazing at his face, I catch sight of

dissatisfaction and begin to wonder if I’ve overstepped my mark.He looks down at me; I flinch

waiting for a repercussion when he says, “There is an easier target.”I stand straight, eager for

the news. “Yes, my lord. Who would that be?”“She has an earthly love. One she hasn’t

forgotten despite this forbidden relationship with the fledgling. We can threaten him.” He

pauses, and his face darkens. “Better still, we can claim him as one of our own.” An evil smirk

spreads across his face. “Yes, I like that one. I think she’ll forsake all to save him.”“You are all

wise, my lord. You live up to your reputation as the destroyer, great demon Abaddon.” I bow. I’m

going to have fun with this one.- Chapter One -The sapphire eyes examine me, surveying my

posture and my soul. Intimidation overlaps the traces of kindness I have glimpsed in him in the

past. His muscles bulge in his arms as he raises them, ready for the fight. He circles around

me, assessing his prey, determining when to attack. Slowly I turn, my sight fixed on him. Loud

thumps rock my chest as my heart screams to get out. I know my chances are slim, but I won’t

be defeated without a fight. Beads of sweat gather on my forehead, and my palms are moist.

Come on Aurora. You can do it. I reassure myself. To subdue my shaking limbs, I complete a

mental check of my posture. Feet shoulder width apart? Check. Knees bent? Check. Weight on

the balls of my feet? Check. Hands up in front? Check. Focus? Check. Relaxed posture, ready

for a quick reaction? Breathe in deeply . . . Check.He slams his boot into my stomach. Groaning

from pain as I fall backward, I silently cuss my sloppiness. Immediately I grab his boot, and he

loses his balance. Large gusts of air cool my skin as he flaps his majestic white wings, raising

us off the ground. I join in the flight, my golden-yellow wing tips flickering in front of me as I feel

myself rise.I need to touch his skin. I must touch his skin if I’m to defeat him. I let go of his boot

with one hand and slide it up, aiming for his lower thigh just under his golden Roman warrior

skirt. He sees this and twists and kicks, sending me careening backward. Long dark-brown

strands of hair encase my face from the pressure of the force. I can barely see him sending

pulsating light in my direction from his hands. With my barrier raised, the light bounces away

from my body. Forcing my hair aside, I gaze at him hovering in front of me, the rays of the sun

gleam golden off the loose strands of his chin-length light-brown hair.I loiter, assessing his

stance in return. It eludes me how I’m going to defeat him. He has years of experience; I have

less than a year, but this’s why I’m here. My progress is being tested by my trainer—Archangel

Michael.I catch a glimpse of green on the sidelines. Archangel Raphael stands, waiting to heal

the injured after a fight. Not the most comforting of images. It’s supposed to be a friendly fight,

one for training, not to the death, but there’s almost a guarantee of injury.Archangel Michael

shoots angelic light at me. Pulse after pulse after pulse, trying to break a hole through my

protective barrier. Each pulse sounds like a bass drum pounding in my ears and vibrating

through my temples. I move closer; I don’t have the gift of sending pulses—I must touch.

Another pulse hits from a closer distance. My barrier holds strong as I feel the jolt. At least

these are made from white light, not the horrid black pulses sent by the demon that nearly

killed my friend Cindy not so long ago. I had fought the demon only for a short time before it



fled Archangel Michael’s approach. My training practice today is to learn how to defeat him with

my special powers. Archangel Michael is trying to imitate the demon’s powers.I approach

closer, then closer, hovering just out of reach. Another pulse is sent my way. I move slightly

sideways to dodge it, then take the split-second opportunity to dive toward the bare flesh on

Archangel Michael’s leg. Success. I manage to touch his bare knee just below his warrior skirt.

He grits his teeth as I send searing pain into his body. He grabs my outstretched hand and

slams his open palm onto my elbow, snapping the joint in the wrong direction. The pain is

excruciating, and I almost pass out when I see my lower arm dangling the wrong way under

the long dark-blue sleeve of my bodysuit. Setting my jaw strong, determined not to give in

despite the pain, I tilt sideways, reaching out my good arm to touch his bare leg. I send him a

jolt of pain as I kick a heeled boot at his face. He blocks my kick with his arm, redirecting my

heel away from him. At the same time, he opens his hand, grabs my ankle, and pushes it down.

His steel-blue eyes gaze into mine, and instantly I know I’m about to be in more pain. My teeth

press firmly together, determined to remove my foot from his grasp, but it’s too late. His free

hand aims at my kneecap and rapidly delivers a blow. I listen in horror as my kneecap shatters

and my tendons tear. My vision tunnels from the pain, and I fall the few feet to the ground in

rebound, hitting the grass with a thud. Nearby, I hear Cindy gasp and Ben’s baritone voice call

out my name. No, wait, that sounded in my head. He couldn’t have called out. The pain must be

making me imagine things. While lying on the ground, I turn to find his bare torso framed by

majestic royal blue wings. Tight royal blue pants cover the lower half of his body. My eyes

discretely ogle his muscular torso until they reach his ocean-blue eyes, finding them filled with

pain. I try to force a smile to say everything is okay, but I give up. A soft thud sounds near my

head.“We have a lot of work to do, Aurora.” Archangel Michael is standing over me. His voice

sounds unsympathetic.I want to bellow, Jeez, couldn’t the lecture wait? I’m having trouble

thinking clearly, I’m in so much pain. My mouth remains shut.I hear the soft crackling sound of

footsteps on the grass. A flash of green passes my eyes, and I feel hands embrace my broken

leg. As the angelic healing power enters my body and begins to mend my wounds, I take a

deep breath.Archangel Michael continues, “At times, you were extremely negligent.” His voice

sounds uncaring, but I know he’s being strict for my safety. “You will not be able to defeat

Separus if this is how you fight.”Ah, yes, the demon with the grudge against me, yet I have no

idea why. My knee finishes its mending, and Archangel Raphael begins on the elbow. A

grimace escapes my lips when he lifts it. After the pain stops shooting through my head, I look

at our leader. His jaw is set, darts would bounce off his face, but his eyes hold a hint of

sympathy.“Yes, great leader.” I roll to a sitting position. “I’ll try to do better next time.” My elbow

heals, and I stand. Weariness has overcome my body. I’m determined to become the angel my

leader wishes for, but I know I’ve a long way to go. I look around my training ground. Palm trees

sway in the ocean breeze, their green complementing the striking blues of the Coral Sea. I’ve

always loved this place. It’s the first place I remember after becoming an angel, and it was our

fledgling training ground. Strangely, the tropical island is based not far from the mainland of

Queensland, Australia, where I lived my last life as a human. The island is serene and calming

despite our vigorous training schedule.A willie wagtail bird swoops low and circles around my

head. It perches on a rock not far away, puffing out its white chest, wagging its black fantail,

and chirping its little song. The little birds always brought me joy during my human life. I gaze

into the bushes. It must have a nest around here somewhere, and we’re disturbing the

peace.“Let us start again?” Archangel Michael’s voice brings me back from enjoying my

peaceful surroundings.I breathe in the salty air and begin to focus. I’m not ready, but I know I

must toughen up and learn as quickly as possible. I’ve made an enemy of a demon of rank. I



don’t have the luxury of time.Casting a quick glance at my audience, I see that I couldn’t ask

for a better crowd. Off to my left, I have my advanced training partners and best friends in this

life, Ben and Cindy. Golden-blonde hair flows past Cindy’s shoulders and frames her pale,

perfect face. She’s dressed in a yellow figure-hugging bodysuit, accentuated by lemon-yellow

wings. On my right, I have the watchful eye of Archangel Raphael, one of the esteemed

archangels and healer of my injuries. Although I can heal myself, it’s nice to have my wounds

attended to by someone else. It’s like having your mom tuck you in bed and give you a cuddle

when everything goes wrong in the world.Archangel Raphael is always dressed in a long green

angelic gown and pale-green wings.Noticing everyone’s plain colors causes me to look at my

clothing. The colors are supposed to reflect our aura. Everyone has one color but me. For

some reason my bodysuit is a mixture of deep blue and dark green intermingled with gold

flecks. My wings are a brilliant golden yellow.Standing with my feet shoulder width apart, I raise

my hands in front and focus on my opponent, my trainer, Archangel Michael—the greatest

warrior of all time. When Cindy, Ben, and I trained as fledglings, we’d only train against each

other, but now the stakes are higher. I brace myself as I say, “Rea—”A figure dressed in pale

blue that’s slightly darker than a clear blue sky is standing between us. I blink, thinking I’m

seeing things, but the figure is still there.Archangel Gabriel stands in the center. The long

angelic gown swishes around their ankles as the androgynous angel turns to face Archangel

Michael. Puzzled by the sudden appearance, I study the angel from behind. I haven’t had much

of a chance to study the kindhearted archangel from this angle. Between the impressive white

wings, the blond curly hair sits just below the jawline and glows a light golden in the sun. Each

white feather sparkles in the daylight.“Michael,” Archangel Gabriel says.Moving slightly to the

side, I study Archangel Michael’s face. He looks as puzzled as I feel and doesn’t seem too

happy about the interruption.“Yes, Gabriel? Can you not see I am busy?” He drops his hands to

his sides and stands firmly on the grassy ground.Archangel Gabriel places a hand on their chin

and says, “Well, yes, of course I can. Why else do you think I’m standing in the middle? It’s a

matter of importance.”Archangel Michael twists his mouth to one side, and his golden-brown

eyebrows furrow as he studies the intruder. He folds his arms in front of his chest. “What is it

then, Gabriel?”In a voice not entirely feminine and not masculine they explain. “I’ve received a

message from the Archangel Uriel on behalf of the angels on the battlefield.”“Hmm . . . and?”

Archangel Michael asks, leaning to the side.“Separus has taken leave of the battle.”Archangel

Michael uncrosses his arms. “Does Uriel know where he went?”Archangel Gabriel’s wavy hair

swings with the shake of their head. “He simply vanished, and the angels on the battlefield

don’t know where he’s gone.”Our trainer strokes his chin, the slender muscles in his arms

ripple with each movement. “Is someone tracking him?”“They tried but lost the scent quickly

and have now returned to the battle. The angels can’t spare any more of their fighters with your

absence. Their resources are already stretched to the limit with the demonic forces continuing

to grow.”The great warrior surveys his three trainees. “It is imperative that these three are

trained as soon as possible. There must be someone else to search for the troublesome

demon.”“I’m afraid not, Michael. They’re in need of your help to track him down.”As I wait for the

discussion to finish, I move to stand with Ben and Cindy. The willie wagtail dives in front of me

when I move, then flies up to the closest tree and shakes its black tail as it looks toward the two

archangels.I turn to watch the discussion and see Archangel Michael is continuing to observe

us. By the look on his face, I’m certain that we’re about to be sent back to our initial duties of

protecting Innocents and inserting consciences. I’m at two minds over this thought. I love

protecting Innocents, but I still hate inserting a conscience into the perpetrators who have

potential to return to being a good person, especially when the majority of my victims have



ended up committing suicide. If I could have this power of mine turned down a little, then I

wouldn’t struggle with the process.Archangel Michael walks over to us, holds out his hands,

and summons the small cloud in his palms.“What’re you doing, Michael?” Archangel Gabriel

snaps.He turns and looks at the genderless archangel. “I am sending them out to work, of

course. We cannot have them standing around doing nothing. We are too short of angels to

allow this, and they are not experienced enough for direct combat with demons or to travel with

me to find Separus. So they must go back to work. At least they can help from that level by

protecting Innocents and at the same time injuring the controlling demons.”Archangel Gabriel

raises an eyebrow and crosses their arms. The look is almost contemptuous. Surprised by this,

I glance at Ben and Cindy. I see amused expressions on their faces. Trying hard not to smile, I

turn back to watch the commotion, hoping to find out what is going on.“Why are you standing

there looking at me like that, Gabriel?” Sternness mixed with annoyance sounds in Archangel

Michael’s voice. The cloud disappears from his hands, and he crosses his arms.Archangel

Gabriel places their hands on their hips. “You know why.”It‘s strange seeing a frown on the kind

face.“No, I do not.” Archangel Michael shakes his head.Archangel Gabriel’s eyes tighten. “Are

you really that stubborn? Shame on you!” While raising one finger and shaking it as if at a

naughty child, the peacekeeper says, “This’s one instance you should be forgetting your

animosity and using the tools you have. You know full well you have someone who can train

these fledglings to the needed level.” With arms flailing, Archangel Gabriel continues, “As you

said yourself, these three need to further their training, not be sent back to fundamental work,

and you know what’s necessary.”“You cannot be serious, Gabriel. I am not going to send them

under earthbound care. Besides, I am not going to ask him. Even if I did, he would not accept.

He does not support our cause anymore.”My brows furrow. “What do you mean by

earthbound?” I ask.Without looking at me, Archangel Michael spins a hand out toward me as a

stop signal.Ignoring my question, Archangel Raphael steps forward. His face is serene as he

looks at our leader. “Michael. Gabriel is correct. He is a fierce warrior—”“Was,” snaps Archangel

Michael. He seems angry. Usually he’s intimidating and arduous but not angry.The placid pale

face of our healer holds a hint of annoyance. “I am certain that after all the years of training and

fighting, he has not forgotten.”“His heart is not right. I am not asking him. Besides, as I said, he

would not do it anymore. He made it clear that he is never fighting again after he became

earthbound. He does not even want to see us again.”I can’t hold my tongue. I need to know.

“What’s earthbound, and who’s the man?”Archangel Michael spins around and looks at me. His

eyes are an icy blue as he glares. “Aurora, please. This does not concern you.”“Actually, it

does,” Archangel Gabriel says, turning to Archangel Michael. Their kind blue eyes are set.

“You’re going to explain it to them as you take them. Uriel also suggested he is the perfect

candidate to keep them in line. I’m certain that using the correct enticement, your request won’t

be denied.” Archangel Gabriel turns to Archangel Raphael for confirmation.“No enticement is

going to work on that being,” our leader protests.“Yes, it will,” our healing archangel says. “All

that you need to do is take our troublesome one”—he points to me—“and tell him who’s after

her.”I feel the blood drain from my face. Why am I always the one in the center of unwanted

attention?Archangel Michael grumbles and turns to look at us, his face holds a look of

resignation.“Now remember, Michael, use your words. They’re the key to stop confusion.”

Surprised at the tone used, I look at Archangel Gabriel in time to see a smirk.- Chapter Two

-“Where’re we going?” Cindy asks our leader. A strand of her blonde hair drifts across her face

as she looks at him. Retrieving a gold hairpin from her bodysuit neckline, she pins it

back.Despite Archangel Gabriel’s suggestion, Archangel Michael hasn’t said a word since we

began our journey.“Armenia.” His tone clearly expresses he doesn’t want to talk about the



voyage.Her golden-brown eyes open wide as a look of shock passes over her face. She

ignores the tone and continues asking questions. “What, or rather who is there?”As he flaps his

wings, he glares at Cindy. “You will find out when we get there.”She looks down and this time

holds her tongue. When she lifts her eyes, she looks at Ben then me. I shrug and smile, hoping

to wipe some of the worry off her face. It seems to work, and she flaps her wings silently.Flying

at the height of the clouds, we’ve passed vast bodies of ocean and are now traveling over a

large mainland, descending after we pass over Europe. Our flight was quick even though we

flew from the other side of the world.After reaching Armenia, we continue to a secluded

countryside and descend to land at a strange building perched on the edge of a cliff. The cliff

face is built up with walls several stories high and constructed of stone. Windows and doors are

built into these walls. On top of this cliff are beautiful grassy lawns with an old, vast building at

their center. In the middle of the neat structure is a large circular building with a pointed roof.

The entire building is made of stone.I look in the direction the windows and doors are facing,

away from the constructed wall. The view must be magnificent from this building through those

strange holes in the walls of the cliff face. Despite being in the middle of nowhere, there’s an

accompanying building reinforced by another stone wall that’s built into the mountainside. The

valley is a beautiful wasteland.Archangel Michael lands on a patch of grass near a small

entrance of the larger building, with the three of us following suit.My eyes travel over the

buildings and marvel at the simplicity yet grandness of it all. “Where are we?” I ask.“Tatev

Monastery.” Archangel Michael’s voice remains emotionless.Gazing around further, I relish the

view of the mountains. “It’s beautiful, so isolated and serene.”A response comes in the form of

a grumble.Ben brushes against my arm, sending tingles all over my body. I look at him, and he

smiles a cheeky smile as his eyes travel down to my lips. I hear a whisper. “I want to kiss you.”

It sounds like his voice, yet I can’t help a little frown—his mouth hadn’t moved. Thinking I’m

reading too much into his grin, I look away.On my other side, Cindy is facing the countryside

and says, “I think it’s gorgeous.”Archangel Michael huffs. “Yes, a perfect place to hide.” He

marches toward the building. I notice that his body isn’t dim, so he can’t be in his invisible form.

This is unusual. I am sure the archangel wouldn’t be careless about being seen. When he’s

nearly in the entrance, he still hasn’t changed. I worry that he’s too caught up in whatever has

upset him to remember the simple rule.After turning invisible I try to stay respectful as I say,

“Archangel Michael, I don’t know if you realize but you’re still in your visible form.”He doesn’t

turn, but I see the muscles in his jaw pull tighter. I take that as a sign he’s upset with his

mistake, yet he continues to walk into the entrance visible. I notice that Ben and Cindy have

dimmed and are both looking at our trainer with frowns on their faces.Ben tries. “Respected

leader, you need to turn invisible.”Archangel Michael turns to us. His face is the old unreadable

expression that we knew during our training except it has an irritable streak. “We don’t need to

be invisible here.” He strolls inside the small rear entrance.I can see Ben and Cindy’s

expression mirror my feelings. I shrug my shoulders, and we follow him. Apprehensive, we stay

invisible as we walk through the monastery corridors. The coolness from the combination of the

solid structure and the breeze flowing through the open doors catches us. Large rocks line the

walls, and we hear the echo of our shoes on the stone floor bounce off the boundaries of the

space.Cindy whispers, “There’s a strange angelic presence here. It feels light, like us, yet it’s

different.” She screws up her nose. “It feels kind of sticky or sullied.”“Any demons?” Ben

asks.She shakes her head.“Good,” he says.We walk to the door of a small room. Inside is a

wooden table about the size of a sturdy homemade kitchen table. On both sides sit several

men in unadorned black clothing modestly covering their body. They’re sitting on long wooden

benches lined down the side of the table for seats. Their hair is cut in a similar fashion and



length, only differing in the curl or color. In front of each one is a bowl of plain, unappetizing

food, yet they eat grateful for the meal that’s quenching their hunger.Archangel Michael stops

at their door. His majestic white wings block the open entrance to the small dining room. The

look on his face is different from before. He looks relaxed, wearing his gilded Roman warrior

breastplate and skirt that stops above his knees over his long boots. I can hear my heart beat

in my ears as I watch. I’m waiting for them to panic over the great archangel standing in front of

them, but when they look up, they simply smile. One younger man begins to bow deeply, but

he’s quickly stopped by the other monks.The oldest of the men stands facing our leader. His

humble black gown with a black rope tied around the waist flows to the floor. He places both

hands together and bows his head slightly out of respect. He says in Armenian, “Good day,

great warrior. Nice to see you here again. How may we be of service?”Archangel Michael

remains in the opening of the room. He places his feet shoulder width apart and clasps his

hands in front of him. Responding in Armenian, he asks, “Has he remained to do his job?”The

monk moves his hands back down to his side, and he nods once. “Yes. He remains in his

position of guard. I can’t say he’s happy to be here, but he does remain.” He studies Archangel

Michael’s face briefly. With apprehension he asks, “Would you like me to tell him you called

in?”Archangel Michael shakes his head then turns to look at us. “Fledglings, you should make

yourselves visible.” His voice carries annoyance from not having his instruction followed.

Hearing the tone, I turn visible and see Ben and Cindy become brighter soon after.The

standing elderly monk looks as if he’s about to fall. Archangel Michael reaches forward and

supports the elbow of the standing monk. The sitting monks’ mouths open as they gaze at the

three of us. We don’t look like the angels they’re used to in our tight-fitting modern clothes from

the western culture. The archangels we’ve met all wear long angelic gowns, except for

Archangel Michael and his warrior attire.Our leader begins to explain. “These are a few of our

select trainees, new angels born from several severe murders as humans. I have pressing

matters to attend to, and I need him to train them.”The elderly monk stumbles backward and

reaches for the chair. With the aid of his colleagues, he sits facing us.Once he recovers enough

to speak, his eyes fill with sadness. “You know he won’t train them.” His eyes continue to

assess each one of us carefully. “Naturally, they’re very welcome here, but he won’t train them.

We can’t even get him to speak to us, let alone give him any other companionship to teach.

He’s a very bitter soul.”“Yes, I am aware.” Our leader agrees. “But the other archangels

suggested it as he may, for once, want to help.”Hesitation and disbelief remain on the monk’s

face, but he wasn’t going to question the great warrior of archangels. “Would you like me to

assist you to his quarters?”Archangel Michael shakes his head. “Thank you, but no. I am

reasonably sure that I remember the way. If not, then I have a natural angel sensor right here.”

He places a hand on Cindy’s shoulder.She smiles, seemingly happy that it’s her gift that was

pointed out above the others.The monk’s eyes widen. “Such an extraordinary gift to be able to

sense the spiritual.”A puzzled look crosses Cindy’s face. “Thanks,” she squeaks.The monk

smiles and turns to Archangel Michael. “I believe he remains in the same room. We never see

him venture out.”“Then we can hope he is taking his job seriously.” The Archangel turns to

leave and says over his shoulder, “Despite the past, his position is still important to us.”We

leave, and I can feel the monks’ eyes watch us from behind.“Don’t we need to wipe their

memories?” Cindy asks.In a business tone, our leader says, “No, they are men of God. They

have taken the vow of secrecy to us, especially these monks.” The hostility has left his

voice.“What’s that mean?” she asks.“You are about to find out.” He doesn’t look at us as he

walks.I hear footsteps approaching, and I turn invisible just in case the person isn’t a

monk.“Aurora. I told you to stay visible.”I look at the back of Archangel Michael. How did he



know? He wasn’t even looking at me.“Yes, sir,” I say in resignation as I turn visible. It’s going to

take a while for me to get used to being seen by humans—monks or not—in my angel form.A

monk approaches us from the other direction, his black robe swishing around his ankles. He

bows his head as he passes. I watch him retreat while we walk past, expecting him to turn

around. He doesn’t. Instead, he acts as though it’s typical to see four angels walking in the

halls.We saunter through the passageways. I gaze up to look at the ceiling and admire the skill

in the arch made of stones. Each corridor we pass through at the lower levels resembles much

the same. They’re all clean, unadorned, and cleverly built.“It would’ve taken years to make this

place,” I utter out loud.“This part, no,” Archangel Michael says.I look at the skilled work around

me, then gaze at the back of his head. His hair seems to glimmer golden brown even without

the sunlight. “What do you mean this part didn’t take long to build? There’s so much detail and

effort laid in this work.”“Yes, there is. In the initial part, where we entered, the people put a lot of

effort into it in the ninth century. But from the part just before the monks’ small dining room,

only a few people know about it, and you have seen them. From there, the building was built by

angels.”My forehead crinkles. “But it looks just like the other part built by humans, and where’s

the crossover line. We just seem to be walking down corridors and haven’t gone through any

doors.”“To the human eye there is a wall blocking this area. As you are an angel, you see

straight through this wall,” our leader informs us.We travel down several levels in silence. Each

level becomes darker and colder with fewer windows or small holes to let in the light. There are

a few burning torches placed at intervals, but the light they cast is minimal. We can see clearly

in the dark, so they’re most likely placed there for the monks.Cindy walks on one side of me

and Ben on the other as we follow our trainer to our destination. With each step, Ben moves

that tiny bit closer to me, brushing his hand gently against mine. I long to reach out and hold it.

If only relationships weren’t forbidden. Another archangel rule I can’t understand. The soul

feels so much more alive when it has someone to share with, someone who understands its

profound nature. I turn to look at him, and his eyes greet me. There’s a yearning lying in his

eyes that I’m sure resonates in mine. Since our vigorous training program started, we haven’t

had any time alone. Archangel Michael has been training us relentlessly, day and night.Our

intimate eye contact breaks at the sound of Cindy’s voice.“I can feel the strange angelic

presence getting closer. It’s so unusual. Why’s it so different?” She gazes at our leader, her

face longing for answers. “We’re close now, aren’t we?”The archangel doesn’t answer. He stops

in front of a door made of solid stone. There are no windows or external doors allowing light

into this corridor. We’re surrounded completely by stone. Archangel Michael leans, places a

hand on each side of the doorframe, and bends his head down while taking a deep

breath.Curiously, we watch as our leader appears to be gathering up strength to enter the next

room. My mind races. What kind of angelic being is behind that wall that the great warrior has

to prepare himself mentally to approach?After a long pause, he turns to us, his face set in

determination. “All right, fledglings, it is time to meet your potential new trainer. Good luck!” He

turns back, places a hand on the door, and a white angelic light pulses from his hand. The

large stone door grates along the floor as it moves aside with ease.- Chapter Three -Archangel

Michael walks through the door, and our view of the room clears. Before us is an enormous

stone hall with no windows and no doors except the one we’re entering. It’s just dark-gray, dull

walls. The candles that line the sides are absent of flames, and blackness engulfs the room.

Our angel vision immediately kicks in, allowing us to see past the darkness.Stepping into the

hall, I hear Ben and Cindy following close behind. Cindy takes a sharp breath. Searching to see

what has her attention, I follow her sight line. I see a movement, ever so slight, against the far

wall. My eyes zoom in to observe the spot. At first, it takes me a little while to work out what



caused the movement.The great warrior stands tall and waves his hands, emitting a streak of

light aimed directly at the unlit torches lining the walls, bouncing from one to the next until

they’re all aflame. My eyes adjust to the new light, and I watch as the figure across the room

rises. Dust shifts from the moving frame and speckles through the light as it falls to the floor.

While squinting, I think I can see feathers from where the dust has fallen. A head rises.

Streaked gray hair falls to the shoulders, catching in the light, unable to hide its shine even

from under the dust. Arches of off-white dirty wings frame both sides of the head. Something

looks wrong with the wings. Straining, I look harder. They seem stunted.
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